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Subject: Literacy  

This week we will be continuing to learn how to form the capital and lowercase case letters 'c' and 'k'. We 

will be introduced to the letter rhymes to help us remember the correct starting point and direction of 

these letters. We will think of things that begin with these letters and draw an illustration alongside our 

focus letters. At home, can you see how many of these letters you can spot when you are reading and 

where they are in the words whether that's the beginning, middle or end. You could also have a go at cre-

ating your own rhyming a string of 'c' and 'k' words. 

In our Creative Writing lesson we will be basing our learning around the storybook 'Dave' written by the 

author Sue Hendra. We will use our phonic knowledge to sound out to spell key words featured in the sto-

ry and draw an illustration of the key characters alongside our writing. At home, can you create your own 

letter cards to support your sounding out and blending. In theme with the story you could also create your 

own healthy eating and exercise poster.  

Subject: Maths  

This week in our Maths Number lesson the children will be recapping number formation. The children will 

be counting objects and writing the numbers using sensory material such as sand, blackboards and chalk 

in the garden. At home, you can give a tray with salt, rice, flour and encourage them to form their num-

bers. You can also use different things they might find in the garden/ park and support them to form their 

numbers.  

This week in our Maths Project lessons we will be learning about Capacity. The children will be filling the 

containers with different units such as water, Unfix, pencils etc. and using the language for filling and emp-

tying such as full, empty, overflowing and half-full. At home, you can encourage your child to fill up the 

watering jugs by giving them the keywords.  

Subject: Understanding the World  

In our Understanding the World lessons this week, we will be focusing on learning what kind of an animal a 

frog is, how to differentiate between frogs and toads and the children will learn about the habitat of frogs. 

In particular, the children will learn that frogs are amphibians, which means that they are animals that need 

water or moist environments to survive. The children will explore the three categories of amphibians: 

newts and salamanders, caecilians, and frogs and toads and they will play a game of identifying the frogs 

and the toads by spotting the differences (e.g. skin shape, legs). Furthermore, the children will have the 

opportunity to look closely at pictures of frogs and to observe their characteristics (e.g. four digits on 

their front feet and five digits on their back feet), as well as to learn about their habitat and the way they 

live.  

At home, you can play 'Frog Hunt'. You can print out different versions of frogs or, even better, draw your 

own ones and then, let the adults hide them either indoors or outdoors. Can you find all the hidden frogs? 

Do you need a map or maybe some clues? Do you have a magnifying glass or binoculars to use for your 

hunt? 


